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ABSTRACT

We measure the deflagration behavior of energetic materials at extreme conditions (up to 520K and 1 GPa) in the
LLNL High Pressure Strand Burner, thereby obtaining reaction rate data for prediction of violence of thermal
explosions. The apparatus provides both temporal pressure history and flame time-of-arrival information during
deflagration, allowing direct calculation of deflagration rate as a function of pressure. Samples may be heated before
testing. Here we report the deflagration behavior of several HMX-based explosives at pressures of 10-600 MPa and
temperatures of 300-460 K. We find that formulation details are very important to overall deflagration behavior.
Formulations with high binder content (>15 wt%) deflagrate smoothly over the entire pressure range regardless of
particle size, with a larger particle size distribution leading to a slower reaction. The deflagration follows a power
law function with the pressure exponent being unity. Formulations with lower binder content (< 10% or less by
weight)  show physical deconsolidation at pressures over 100-200 MPA, with transition to a rapid erratic
deflagration 10-100 times faster. High temperatures have a relatively minor effect on the deflagration rate until the
HMX β→δ phase transition occurs, after which the deflagration rate increases by more than a factor of 10.
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1  INTRODUCTION

In considering hazards from energetic materials such as explosives and propellants, thermal response of these
materials exposed to high temperatures, as in a fire, is of general interest. When heated to a sufficiently high
temperature, energetic materials will produce a thermal explosion. Identifying and understanding the factors
determining the violence of the thermal explosion and predicting the violence of thermal explosions remains an
challenging goal.

A thermal explosion is a violent event that is initiated by thermal ignition of the energetic charge and subsequently
driven by the sub-sonic propagation of a deflagration reaction through the material. (In some very unusual
circumstances, a thermally-induced reaction may lead to a detonation, characterized by supersonic propagation of
the reaction.) We use the term “deflagration” to indicate the rapid oxidation of the energetic material using oxygen
that is part of the molecular structure of the energetic material, as opposed to combustion with an external source of
oxygen. During a thermal explosion, the deflagration propagates at high pressures (up to 1 GPa) and temperatures
(1000 K or more). In situations where the heating rate is slow and the energetic material is heated for a prolonged
period, thermal degradation prior to the explosion results in the deflagration propagating through thermally-damaged
energetic material. The nature of the deflagration process strongly influences the violence of the thermal explosion;
materials that exhibit relatively rapid deflagration (particularly in a damaged state) tend to give more violent thermal
explosions than those that show relatively slow deflagration behavior.

Experimental characterization of deflagration behavior at high pressure and temperature, for pristine and degraded
energetic materials, provides important information on the propagation of the deflagration and the resulting violence
of thermal explosions. Here we report experimental characterization of the deflagration behavior of several HMX-
based explosives at conditions approaching those present during a thermal explosion, with pressures of 10-600 MPa
and temperatures of 300-460 K. We tested both pristine and thermally-damaged materials, the latter involving
samples that were held at temperatures up to 420 - 450 K for periods ranging from a few minutes to over 20 hours.
We also draw conclusions concerning the effect of several material variables on deflagration behavior, which may
allow extrapolation of results to families of similar materials.

2 EXPERIMENTS

2.1 LLNL HIGH PRESSURE STRAND BURNER

The LLNL high pressure strand burner, shown schematically in Figure 1, combines the features of a traditional
closed-bomb burner with those of a traditional strand burner.  The LLNL high-pressure strand burner contains a
deflagrating sample in a small volume, high-pressure chamber. We measure  temporal pressure data and deflagration
front time-of-arrival data to get the laminar deflagration rate for a range of pressures in one experiment. We use a
pressure transducer and a load cell to measure the temporal pressure in the bomb, and detect the arrival of the flame
front by the burning-through of thin wires embedded in the sample. High speed digital scopes capture the data for
subsequent analysis. The combination of pressure and flame front location data allows us to determine if  a sample
deflagrates in a uniform laminar fashion or if the flame front propagates through in a more erratic nature, for
example caused by physical disruption of the sample. This provides a complete picture of the deflagration process,
which is otherwise difficult to obtain at these high pressures. In contrast, with a standard closed-bomb burner
pressure in the combustion chamber is the only measurement, and calculation of the deflagration rate requires
accurate knowledge of the equation of state of the product gases and accurate treatment of heat losses. There is no
measure of the surface regression rate to check combustion uniformity, so data from samples that burn erratically are
particularly hard to interpret. The standard strand burner provides direct measurement of the surface regression rate
in a large volume at constant pressure, giving only one pressure/rate data point in each experiment; furthermore, the
large volume required for isobaric operation means that operation at high pressures is generally not practical.

The LLNL high pressure strand burner has a volume of about 75 cm3, and is designed to reach pressures of 1 GPa.
The pressure vessel body is built from two concentric shells with interference between them to put the inner shell in
compression. The shells and the top and bottom end plugs are fabricated from hardened S-5 tool steel, which is
suitable for HMX-based explosives which generate little or no corrosive gases. The top end plug is equipped with
gas inlet and outlet ports and a pressure transducer, while the bottom end plug holds a pre-wired base and high-
pressure feed-throughs for the burn wires, ignitor wires, and thermocouples. The pressure transducer is a Kistler
model 6213B. For early runs, the load cell was a home-made unit consisting of a 64 mm long, 16 mm diameter
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cylinder of 6061-T6 aluminum fitted with a strain gauge and calibrated against the Kistler transducer or another in-
house standard. More recently, the load cell is  Omega model LCTB-150K. Both commercial sensors were
calibrated to NIST standards by the manufacturer, and in both cases the load cell was calibrated against the Kistler
transducer.

The burn sample, shown in Figure 2, is a cylinder ~60 mm long and 6.4 mm in diameter, made of nine cylindrical
pellets stacked on end. Silver burn wires (75 µm diameter) are inserted between each pair of pellets, in a groove in
each pellet. After assembly, the cylindrical surface of the sample is coated with epoxy (Epon 828 with Versamid 140
catalyst) to prevent burning of this surface; this limits the flame front to the end of the cylinder, resulting in a
laminar burn. On the upper end of the sample rests the ignitor train: a thin HNS pressed pellet (6.4 mm diameter, 30
mg), which is in turn ignited by a hot wire and 130 mg of boron-potassium nitrate. The sample mounts into the pre-
wired base in the bottom end plug. The system is pressurized to the desired starting pressure (5-400 MPa) with
argon, and then ignited while recording data. One noteworthy feature is the use of solid argon plugs as the remotely-
actuated pressure isolation valves. Once the system is pressurized (using manual valves), it is isolated with solid
argon plugs by immersing U-shaped sections of the inlet and outlet tubing in liquid nitrogen. The manual valves are
then opened prior to going to remote operation for the ignition and deflagration. After the deflagration is complete,
the pressure is released by remotely removing the liquid nitrogen from the outlet tubing. The solid argon plugs
provide a reliable remotely-actuated valve for high-pressure gas with no moving parts and no seals to maintain.
Additional details on the apparatus have been previously published. [1-3]

Typical pressure and flame front time-of-arrival data are shown in Figure 3. The burn wire electronics  provide a
well-defined signal, with measured rise times less than 40 microseconds. The wires burn through reproducibly, with
wires mounted at the same location in the sample showing a standard deviation of  1-2 milliseconds. The wires do
take several milliseconds to burn through; however, this time is essentially independent of initial pressure and
temperature conditions and therefore does not affect the deflagration rate calculation made by differences in times-
of-arrival. The burn wire at the bottom of the stack does not burn through unless enough energetic material is placed
below it to provide several milliseconds of burning once the flame front has passed. Burn wires are recorded in a
way that we can unambiguously assign each signal to a particular wire; occasionally a wire will report out of
sequence if it is broken by debris in the bomb chamber. The burn wire data should cover the time span of increasing
pressure signal – any significant deviation from this indicates anomalous behavior. For example, sometimes the burn
wires all report well before the pressure signal reaches its maximum. This indicates that the deflagration front has
passed rapidly through the entire sample leaving unreacted material that continues to burn, and is usually interpreted
to be the result of physical deconsolidation, i.e. failure of the physical integrity of the sample under pressure.
Alternatively, this could represent flame propagation down the side of the sample, although the presence of the
epoxy inhibitor should prevent this.

The data in Figure 3 offer a consistency check of the pressure and burn-wire signals. In the experiment shown in
Figure 3, the pressure signal increases smoothly and the burn wires report at regularly-spaced intervals, indicating a
laminar deflagration. In other runs, we have seen rapid increases in pressure accompanied by burn wires reporting
close together followed by more slowly-increasing pressure and further-spaced burn wires. This indicates that one
portion of the sample deflagrated faster than the surrounding regions (the reasons for this behavior are unknown). As
discussed above, the onset of deconsolidation (physical failure) of a sample is readily apparent in a rapidly-rising
pressure and close-reporting burn wires. To calculate deflagration rate as a function of pressure, we use the length
and time-of-arrival for each pair of pellets (to smooth the results) and calculate the average pressure for this segment
of the sample. The temporal pressure data can be used to calculate the vivacity,[4, 5] 

€ 

1
P
dP

dt( )  although that
information is not included here.

For runs with heated samples, the pressure vessel is heated using band heaters to ~ 400 K. A resistance heater
wound into a coil is mounted inside the pressure vessel, surrounding the sample, and is used to heat the sample to
the final desired temperature. An internal thermocouple between the sample and the coil heater is used to control this
heater. Thermal mapping with an instrumented sample showed that the temperature variation in the top 2/3rd of the
sample was ± 2 K, while the bottom of the sample was 10-15 K cooler. The top 2/3rd of the sample was 5-10 K
hotter than the control thermocouple. In the following discussions of data with heated runs, the specified
temperature refers to the control thermocouple reading, since that is all that is available for actual deflagration runs.
In runs with no thermal soak, the sample was heated to the final temperature and held for about 10 minutes before
ignition. For runs with thermal soak the sample was held at high temperature for 18-22 hours.
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2.2 MATERIALS

HMX-based explosives tested in this work are listed in Table 1, along with several formulation details.
Representative distributions of particle sizes are shown in Figure 4, and the distribution used in each formulation is
shown in Table 1. LX-04 is our baseline explosive, containing 85 wt% HMX and 15 wt% Viton-A, with fine particle
“LX-04 grade” HMX (no particles ≥ 300 µm, 90% ≤ 100 µm, and 35-50% < 44 µm). The other formulations
represent variations in proportion of HMX, HMX particle size, and in binder composition. Samples were uniaxially
pressed in a standard steel die at temperature of 368-378 K and pressures of 200 MPa, and had densities of typically
98% of the theoretical maximum density for that material.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

Deflagration rate data for LX-04 at 300 K initial temperature are shown in Figure 5. The combination of fine particle
size and high binder content in the baseline LX-04 results in a smoothly-burning laminar deflagration over all
pressure conditions at ambient temperature. Two sets of data are included, with pressure measured either by the old
load cell or by the pressure transducer. The pressure error bars indicate that the old load cell was less precise than
the pressure transducer, so when possible the load cell is not used; however for some runs in the past the pressure
transducer was not available. For LX-04, both sets of data are consistent and give a deflagration rate linear in
pressure over the pressure range 10-500 MPa. The deflagration rate error bars show that the error is larger at fast
rates; there is an inherent noise of ≈ 1-2 millisecond in the wire time-to-burn, and at the faster rates this becomes a
significant contribution to the error. In Figure 5 we show a linear fit of deflagration rate to pressure with the error
envelope as dashed lines. If we allowed the pressure exponent to vary, the best value was 0.95, not significantly
different from 1.0, so we chose to use the linear description. The data in Figure 5 are compared with literature data
[6-8] for pure HMX (crystals and pressed powder) burn rate in Figure 6. We see that the LX-04 reacts at a somewhat
lower rate, as would be expected with its 15% inert binder. However, the overall agreement demonstrates the
validity of this measurement technique.

The deflagration behavior of LX-11 and RX-04-AN are shown in Figure 7. LX-11, which contains more binder
(20% vs 15%) but is otherwise identical to LX-04, exhibited very similar behavior to LX-04, with perhaps a slightly
reduced deflagration rate, although we did not study it over as wide a range of conditions. RX-04-AN has the same
composition as LX-04, but with a larger particle size distribution (Table 1); measurements with RX-04-AN were
designed to determine if the presence of large particles in the HMX leads to rapid deflagration through physical
failure of the samples by crystal fracture. As seen in Figure 7, this was not the case – this material showed uniform
and regular deflagration over the entire pressure range, albeit with a slower rate than LX-04. This slower rate is
expected, and indicates that the large crystals remain intact during deflagration – larger particles have smaller
surface-to-volume ratios, and deflagration occurs at the crystal surface as long as the crystal remains intact.

For formulations with the same ingredients but lower in binder  (LX-07, Figure 8 and LX-10, Figure 9),  the
deflagration is very similar to that of LX-04 at lower pressure. However, at pressures above ~ 150 MPa the
deflagration becomes very rapid and erratic, increasing 10-100-fold in some segments of the sample as measured by
burn wire data. In many of these runs the flame front passed through the sample well before the entire sample was
consumed. This behavior, called deconsolidative burning, represents the loss of physical integrity of the material at
high pressure, with the resultant fracturing, formation of small particles with high surface area, and rapid
deflagration through the increased-porosity sample.[6, 9, 10] Deconsolidative burning is seen at lower pressures
with pressed  samples of binderless HMX powder ;[6, 9] it is reasonable to expect it at higher pressures for plastic-
bonded explosives that are more physically robust. From these data we conclude that a binder content of > 10% by
weight is needed to avoid deconsolidative burning, at least for the Viton A binder used here. We note that the
deflagration rate of LX-10 is essentially the same as LX-04 at low pressures, and is significantly higher than that of
RX-04-AN, which has the same particle size distribution as LX-10 and the same composition as LX-04. Apparently
the slowing of deflagration in LX-10 by the presence of larger particles is coincidentally offset by the effect of the
higher HMX content when compared to LX-04.
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PBX-9501, which has a high HMX content (95 weight %) and a binder (Estane) heavily plasticized with an
energetic plasticizer, shows similar behavior to that of LX-07 and LX-10 (Figure 10). Here the binder composition is
quite different, but apparently the low binder content dominates the behavior and the onset of physical
deconsolidation. The presence of the energetic binder does not significantly increase the deflagration rate over that
of LX-10 or LX-07.

3.2 HIGH TEMPERATURE

Our measurements with heated samples were made with LX-04, because its uniform behavior at ambient
temperature simplifies the identification of temperature effects. The deflagration behavior of heated LX-04 is shown
in Figure 11, for samples that were pressurized to the starting pressure while at ambient temperature, then heated to
the final temperature and ignited. For initial pressures over 100 MPa, the deflagration rates are perhaps slightly
higher for the hot samples than for the ambient temperature samples, and the same is true for low initial pressures
and a temperature of 423 K. Based on HMX thermal decomposition data,[11-13] we would not expect significant
thermal degradation under these conditions, so these results represent the effect of temperature on deflagration.

For LX-04 samples at low initial pressures and a temperature of 440 K, the deflagration behavior is much faster and
erratic, indicative of deconsolidation. This is explained by the β→δ solid-solid phase transition in HMX. The onset
temperature for this phase conversion at ambient pressure is ~ 433 K, [14-18] but because the density decreases
about 8% with phase conversion,[19] the transition temperature increases as pressure increases.[20, 21] At 100 MPa
the phase transition temperature increases to about 480-490K.[20] Therefore, in the experiments in Figure 11 which
were pressurized to > 100 MPa before heating, the phase conversion was prevented during the subsequent heating to
440 K°C; the data represent the deflagration of LX-04 with beta-phase HMX at the reported temperatures. Similarly,
for the experiments in Figure 11 with low initial pressures and initial temperature of 423 K, the HMX remained in
beta phase. However, for the experiments with low initial pressure and initial temperature of 440 K, the HMX did
apparently convert to delta phase with the corresponding volumetric increase. The volume expansion of the
randomly-oriented HMX crystals leads to irregular growth and physical disruption of the sample, with loss of
physical integrity and formation of increased surface area. This, in turn, leads to deconsolidative deflagration,
similar to that seen in low-binder formulations at high pressures and ambient temperature. A possible additional
factor could be that δ-phase HMX has an inherently-higher deflagration rate; however this is entirely speculative
and would require measurements with fully-dense samples of δ-phase HMX.

The effect of thermal damage from prolonged heating of LX-04 is shown in Figure 12. Samples heated for 22 hours
at temperature < 433 K show somewhat increased deflagration rates (about 3-fold faster), which result from thermal
degradation since this temperature is too low to drive the phase conversion. A sample heated for 22 hours at 453 K
at 160 MPa showed deflagration behavior similar to that of samples heated at < 433 K, indicating that the effect of
thermal damage was only slightly increased by the 20 K higher temperature. A sample heated for 22 hours at 453 K
at 100 MPa showed rapid deflagration at the beginning of the run and a rapidly decreasing deflagration rate as the
reaction proceeded (despite an increase in pressure). This may indicate that the sample was just beginning to phase
convert, and that the increase in pressure during deflagration was sufficient to reverse the phase conversion during
the experiment. The latter part of that interpretation is speculative, however; another explanation is that the
temperature gradient along the sample led to phase conversion at the top where it was ignited, while the cooler lower
region did not undergo phase conversion. We do not have sufficient data to distinguish between these explanantions.
Finally, many runs were made with samples heated for 18-22 hours at temperature above 433 K at ambient pressure,
These all showed greatly-increased deflagration rates (about 40-fold faster), resulting from the phase transition and
loss of physical integrity of the samples.

4 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

4.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE RESULTS

The deflagration rate data reported here, taken with several different HMX formulations over a wide range of
pressures and temperatures, allow identification of key factors controlling deflagration behavior. LX-04 provides an
excellent baseline behavior – its small particle size distribution and high binder content result in uniform and regular
deflagration, with the first-order rate expression
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deflagration rate (m/s) = 0.97x10-3 P (MPa). (1)

Formulation variations from this material provide insight into the importance of different factors. The key
formulation variable is the quantity of binder present – formulations with less than 15% binder by weight exhibit
very rapid deconsolidative deflagration at pressures above 100-150 MPa. The HMX particle size and the HMX
content also play a role, with larger particles and lower HMX content giving slower deflagrations rates. We could
not distinguish a difference between an inert and reactive binder at ambient temperature.

4.2 ELEVATED TEMPERATURE RESULTS

Our complete results (including some not in Figure 11 or 12) are summarized in Table 2. The deflagration rate of
LX-04 at temperatures up to 453 K with no prolonged exposure to high temperature and no phase conversion is
little-changed from that at ambient temperature; in the runs at 453 K with no soak there was insufficient time for the
phase conversion to take place, so the samples were tested in the initial beta phase. With prolonged heating in the
absence of phase conversion, thermal damage leads to increased deflagration rates, about 3 times faster after 22
hours at 423-428 K and about 10 times faster at 453 K. The β→δ phase transition has the biggest effect on
deflagration behavior, with an approximately 40-fold increase following phase conversion.

4.3 EXAMINATION OF TEMPORAL PRESSURE DATA

The pressure-time data collected for each experiment provides additional information on the deflagration process.
For example, erratic or very rapid pressure increases indicate deconsolidative burning. Inasmuch as the increased
reaction rate during deconsolidative deflagration represents an increase in burning surface area from physical
fracture, comparison of the rates of pressure increase for deconsolidative and uniform deflagration allows a
quantification of the increase in surface area resulting from deconsolidation (following the well-known vivacity
concept in combustion [4, 5]). These analyses are underway for the experiments reported here, and will be the
subject of a future paper.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We have characterized the deflagration behavior of HMX-based explosives by measurement in a high pressure
hybrid strand burner. Through measurements on LX-04, a robust HMX-Viton-A formulation, we have established
an inherent deflagration rate of HMX formulations. We have also identified variations driven by formulation details,
which in some cases lead to erratic and greatly-accelerated deflagration rates. Low binder content results in physical
failure of the sample with a concomitant increase in surface area and deflagration rate. Heating > 440K at low
pressure causes the β→δ phase transition, which physically disrupts the sample and again results in a very fast
deflagration. Both of these mechanisms are physical in nature, not chemical, but both will certainly play a
significant role in the overall violence of a thermal explosion. In contrast, thermal degradation of HMX at
temperatures up to 455 K appears to play a minor role in the deflagration process.

In a thermal explosion the reaction propagates by deflagration at high pressures. In cases with slow heating rates, the
deflagration is propagating in heated explosive, while in cases with fast heating rates much of the reaction will
propagate in unheated explosive. Therefore, characterization of the high-pressure deflagration behavior of
explosives at both ambient and elevated temperatures provides insight into the propagation of thermal explosions in
those same materials.
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Table 1. HMX-based explosives for which deflagration measurements are reported

Material Wt. %
HMX

Binder HMX particle
size distribution

Typical density  (98% of theoretical
maximum)

LX-11 80 Viton A “LX-04” 1.85

LX-04 85 Viton A “LX-04” 1.85

RX-04-AN 85 Viton A “LX-10” 1.85

LX-07 90 Viton A “LX-04” 1.85

LX-10 94.5 Viton A “LX-10” 1.86

PBX-9501 95 50% Estane, 50%
BDNPA/F

“PBX-9501” 1.82
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Table 2. Summary of the effect of heating on deflagration behavior of LX-04. “Normalized rate” is referenced to
LX-04 deflagration rate at ambient temperature.

Initial deflagration
pressure, MPa

Temp.,
K

Soak time,
hours

Soak P,
MPa

Phase
change?

Replicates Normalized
rate

10-250 423-433 0 - No 14 1

100-250 423-428 18-22 0.1-150 No 7 3

100-265 453 0 - No 8 1

130-160 453 18-22 130-160 No 2 10

130 453 18-22 0.1 Yes 6 40
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Schematic of strand burner. a - nine-segment burn sample, with burn wires between segments ( only two
wires shown for clarity) and ignitor on top; b - top plug with inlet and outlet ports and pressure transducer in center;
c - load cell; d - pressure vessel; e - bottom plug with wire feed-throughs; f - signal wires to electronics; g - load
frame (top and bottom)

Figure 2. Sample holder and explosive sample. Sample is between two vertical posts, with burn wires between
pellets, and is covered with epoxy. BKNO3/HNS ignitor in cardboard tube is on top, with ignition wires leading to it.
Thermocouple at right is used to monitor temperature inside pressure vessel.

Figure 3. Typical data from strand burner, showing temporal pressure behavior and flame-front time-of-arrival
signals. Each time-of-arrival signal has unique identifier. Wires 1 (at ignitor), 4, 8 - solid line, wires 2, 5, 9 - short-
dashed line, wires 3, 7, 10 - long dashed line, each with first wire in set at maximum amplitude, second wire at
minimum amplitude, and third wire at intermediate amplitude. Wire 6  - dash-dot line at full amplitude.

Figure 4. Particle size distribution of different HMX formulations

Figure 5. LX-04 deflagration rate data at 300K, with linear fit to data. Dashed lines represent range of fit at 95%
confidence level.

Figure 6. Comparison of LX-04 results with literature HMX data

Figure 7. Deflagration rate data for LX-11, and RX-04-AN, with fit to LX-04 data shown for comparison

Figure 8. Deflagration rate data for LX-07, with fit to LX-04 data shown for comparison

Figure 9. Deflagration rate data for LX-10, with fit to LX-04 data shown for comparison

Figure 10. Deflagration rate data for PBX-9501, with fit to LX-04 data shown for comparison

Figure 11. Deflagration rate data for heated LX-04 with no thermal damage (no soak)

Figure 12. Deflagration rate data for heated and thermally-damaged LX-04
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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